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By organizing peer-to-peer exchanges and promoting access over ownership, the sharing
economy is transforming a great variety of sectors. Enjoying fast growth, the sharing economy is an umbrella term encompassing heterogeneous initiatives that create different
types of economic, environmental, or social value. This heterogeneity triggers tensions and
intense disputes about the perimeter of the field. Do Airbnb and Uber belong to the sharing
economy? How do we consider practices such as gifting, renting, and swapping that existed
before the sharing economy boom? To sort out this complexity, we have adopted a pragmatic and grounded approach examining 27 initiatives that claim to be part of, or are perceived
as emblematic of the sharing economy. We develop a typology of sharing economy business
models revealing four configurations: shared infrastructure providers, commoners, missiondriven platforms, and matchmakers. Each configuration exhibits specific value-creation logics, scalability issues, sustainability impacts, and potential controversies. Our results
provide guidance for sharing entrepreneurs, for established businesses that want to embrace the principles of the sharing economy, and for public actors wishing to regulate or
support the field.

Introduction
A central idea of the sharing economy is the optimization of under-used assets (e.g., physical assets such as
cars, apartments, individual devices, and money or intangible assets such as skills and knowledge) by pooling
or sharing them through digital platforms (Benkler,
2004). From this initial idea, the sharing economy
emerged as a popular label to refer to different initiatives that either connect individuals through platforms
to carry out sales, rentals, swaps, or donations (Gansky,
2012) or set up more centralized “product-service systems” to provide access instead of use, thus intensifying the use of idle assets (Botsman & Rogers, 2010).
Sharing practices such as gifting, renting, swapping, or
bartering have existed for ages. They traditionally took
place at the individual or community level and in the
domestic sphere, outside the market logic, with a
timreview.ca

strong sense of informality and social reciprocity. Over
the last decade, these formerly domestic and local practices have been “dramatically scaled by the capitalist engine of technology-powered markets” to give rise to
“stranger-sharing” in global markets (Sundararajan,
2016). According to PwC, the sharing economy was estimated at $15 billion USD in revenue worldwide in
2015, with the potential to reach $335 billion USD by
2025 (PWC, 2015). As of 2016, 72% of Americans had
used some type of sharing platform or space (Smith,
2016).
As the rapid success of platforms such as Kickstarter,
Coursera, Uber, and Airbnb illustrate, the development
of the sharing economy reshapes a large number of economic sectors (e.g., finance, education, mobility, hospitality), simultaneously offering real entrepreneurial
opportunities and constituting a threat of disruption for
traditional sectors (Fréry et al., 2015; Guttentag, 2015).
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SNCF, the national railway company in France, estimated that the rise of BlaBlaCar, a European-based
shared mobility platform created in 2006, had already
caused a more than 10% decrease in their business.
Subsequently, SNCF invested 28 million (~$42 million
CAD) in June 2015 to acquire Ouicar, a peer-to-peer
car rental platform.
The sharing economy is fascinating and complex because it combines ingredients from both market and
non-market logics, along with inspirations from a variety of cognitive and normative frames, encapsulated in
very different types of organizations (Acquier, Carbone, & Massé, 2017). By combining environmental
concerns for resource optimization, a social orientation towards communities and social exchange, and
pointing to market opportunities, the sharing economy holds great promise in terms of sustainability or
shared-value creation, “which involves creating economic value in a way that also creates value for society
by addressing its needs and challenges” (Porter &
Kramer, 2011). The hybrid nature of the sharing economy generates definitional disputes in the academic
world (see Table 1), and triggers controversial debates
among experts, such as the one concerning the logic
driving sharing economy entrepreneurs: a pure forprofit logic versus the pursuit of social and environmental goals. Indeed, the sharing economy is riddled
with tensions and paradoxes (Acquier, Daudigeos, &
Pinkse, 2017), thereby creating a lot of complexity and
confusion for entrepreneurs, established companies,
and public regulators and making it hard to understand the underlying mechanisms of value creation,
value distribution, and societal impacts of the sharing
economy.
In this article, we propose to sort out the complexity of
the sharing economy field by developing a typology of
sharing economy business models. By distinguishing
value-creation and value-distribution mechanisms, we
reveal four configurations of sharing economy organizations: shared infrastructure providers, commoners,
mission-driven platforms, and matchmakers. Each configuration rests on specific value-creation logics and
exhibits scalability issues, specific sustainability impacts, and potential controversies. Beyond providing
guidance for sharing economy entrepreneurs, our
model has also significant implications for established
businesses seeking to grasp business opportunities in
the sharing economy, as well as for public actors who
wish to regulate or support the field.
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Definitional Disputes Around the Sharing
Economy
There are currently many different definitions of the
sharing economy, and agreeing on a shared definition
is a conceptual challenge for several reasons. Because
of its normative dimension, the sharing economy can
be analyzed as an “essentially contested concept” that
“inevitably involve[s] endless disputes about [its] proper uses on the part of its users” (Gallie, 1955). Indeed,
the field is riddled with normative, empirical, and conceptual contestations about its scope and impacts.
First, many disputes are related to the environmental
and social impacts of the sharing economy. Its advocates have praised the sharing economy for being a sustainable alternative to the currently unsustainable
economy (Chase, 2015; Voytenko Palgan et al., 2017) by
creating social bonding (John, 2013; McLaren & Agyeman, 2015), fighting against planned obsolescence (Demailly & Novel, 2014), favouring a better usage of
resources and assets (Heinrichs, 2013), standing against
the power of monopolistic firms (Kostakis & Bauwens,
2014), and creating initiatives to move towards more
“conscious capitalism” (O’Toole & Vogel, 2011). On the
other hand, opponents denounce the sharing economy
as a form of “pseudo-sharing, […] whereby commodity
exchange and potential exploitation of consumer cocreators present themselves in the guise of sharing”
(Belk, 2014). In this perspective, the “feel-good” sharing
rhetoric constitutes a form of mystification that tends
to hide the true impacts of the sharing economy. Studies have shown that the environmental benefits of the
sharing economy may be overstated, as economic motivations generally prevail over environmental concerns
in user motivations (Barnes & Mattsson, 2016; Böcker &
Meelen, 2017). Most critics also point to the social costs
of sharing economy platforms, denouncing what they
perceive as a parasitical development logic that rests on
irresponsible business models of platforms, which extend harsh free-market practices into previously protected areas of our lives (Slee, 2015). From this
perspective, the sharing economy is thought to conceal
a neoliberal agenda creating unregulated marketplaces,
unprotected labour markets based on new forms of digital slavery, unfair competition, tax avoidance, and a
transfer of risks to individual users (Martin, 2016).
Second, the conceptual boundaries are unclear
between the sharing economy and other neighbouring
concepts such as collaborative consumption, the peer-
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to-peer economy, crowd-based/platform capitalism,
on-demand/gig economy, economy of access, or the
circular economy. Though these concepts partly overlap, they are not completely synonymous and seem to
be largely shaped by each author’s ideological or academic ends (Murillo et al., 2017).

Cohen, who define the sharing economy as “a socioeconomic system enabling an intermediated set of exchanges of goods and services between individuals and
organizations which aim to increase efficiency and optimization of sub-utilized resources in society” (Muñoz
& Cohen, 2017).

Definitions of the sharing economy concept itself vary
greatly among authors and seem difficult to reconcile.
Broadly speaking, there are two types of definitions of
the sharing economy: narrow and broad definitions
(see Table 1 for illustrations). Researchers who adopt
narrow definitions tend to start from a normative characterization of sharing in order to frame the sharing
economy as a more specific, restricted, and workable
empirical object. While this strategy may be more rigorous from an analytical and academic point of view, it
may simply bypass the complexity of the sharing economy as a field of practices. Moreover, the criteria used
to define the sharing economy may be specific to each
author, resulting in an assortment of individually coherent, but inconsistent definitions at the field level. For
example, some observers argue that Uber should not be
considered as part of the sharing economy, either because it focuses solely on value capture (Godelnik,
2014) or because, instead of car-sharing, it offers a permanent professional taxi service (Frenken & Schor,
2017; Meelen & Frenken, 2015). At the same time, many
critics seem to equate the sharing economy with “Uberlike” initiatives (peer-to-peer and profit-driven platforms) and disregard other forms of initiatives that explore different logics of value creation (founded on
peer-to-peer “commoning” or non-profit objectives)
(Slee, 2015). Keeping in mind the “essentially contested” nature of the sharing economy concept, this
may lead to endless academic and normative debates
about what the sharing economy is, is not, or should be.

Methodology

Other studies tend to define the field more broadly, including both peer-to-peer and business-to-peers initiatives, covering both market and non-market
mechanisms (Schor, 2014). These approaches tend to
be more focused on how actors make sense of the field,
exploring its complexity, tensions, and hybridity. We
adopt this perspective and define the sharing economy
as a set of initiatives that increase the availability and efficiency of sub-utilized resources in society by organizing peer-to-peer exchanges or promoting access over
ownership, or both. This broad and comprehensive
definition is coherent with our objective to make sense
of the complexity of the field by analyzing the different
value-creation mechanisms in the field. It is coherent
with other definitions, for example, that of Munoz and

A Business Model Approach
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This paper is based on a two-year project (between
2014 and 2016) aimed at assessing the environmental
and social impacts of sharing economy initiatives in
France and other countries in Europe (Acquier et al.,
2016). The empirical research was focused on material
goods, exploring how production, gifting, resale, lending, and repair are being transformed by the rise of online exchange platforms and “third places” (mainly
hackerspaces and fab labs). To overcome the definitional disputes around the sharing economy, we have adopted a pragmatic and grounded approach. We start from
initiatives that claim to be part of the sharing economy
or that are commonly perceived as very emblematic of
this economy. The bulk of our empirical material is
made up of 30 semi-structured interviews with the
founders of 27 collaborative projects – mainly in France
– covering a variety of practices (gifting, rental, lending,
production, repair, and resale) and diverse industries
(see Appendix 1). The questions were structured
around four main topics: the background and motivation for creating the project, the social and environmental promises and impacts, the choice of business
model, and the initiative’s growth potential and issues.
In addition, we interviewed 11 managers from established companies to understand how they engage in
the sharing economy. We also collected secondary data
to provide further examples and illustrations supporting our arguments.

Although it was originally developed and formalized in
the context of for-profit companies (Zott & Amit, 2010),
the business model concept has also been applied to a
variety of governance models and limited-profit initiatives such as social innovation (Yunus et al., 2010) to understand how the organization interacts with a broader
ecosystem (Lepak et al., 2007), and how it responds to
sustainability issues (Boons & Lüdeke-Freund, 2013) or
to growing expectations in terms of taking responsibility for handling its products at the end-of-life stage
(Kortmann & Piller, 2016). Research on business models mainly focuses on: 1) how initiatives create value for
clients and 2) how the value created is captured by the
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Table 1. Examples of narrow vs. broad definitions of the sharing economy (continued on next page)
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Table 1. (continued) Examples of narrow vs. broad definitions of the sharing economy

organization or distributed in the initiative’s ecosystem
(Bowman & Ambrosini, 2000). Examining these two
questions, we reveal two central tensions in the sharing
economy field, as described in the sub-sections that follow.
Value-creation mechanisms: From peer-to-peer
intermediation to centralized resource pooling
Overall, the sharing economy creates value by providing access and intensifying the use of under-utilized assets. It does so through two principal value-creation
mechanisms:
1. Peer-to-peer intermediation: some initiatives create
value by organizing decentralized peer-to-peer transactions. Typically, these are sharing economy platforms (such as Airbnb) that connect peers through
distributed, large-scale digital networks in order to
organize decentralized production, distribution, and
exchange of products and services.

timreview.ca

2. Centralized resource pooling: some initiatives create
value by creating and providing access to a centralized resource pool. This typically corresponds to “access-driven business models” or “product-service
systems” where for-profit companies (such as ZipCar)
create a centralized infrastructure that is accessible
for short-term rental. This also corresponds to initiatives such as Wikipedia, where individual decentralized contributions are stored and aggregated in a
central pool (the Wikipedia website) that is made
freely available to users.
These two modes of value creation are not necessarily
exclusive, and a hybrid mode may be formed by combining them. For example, collaborative production initiatives intend primarily to give access to production
resources by pooling data and material assets (premises,
machines, expertise, etc.). Additionally, many such initiatives build decentralized networks of peers to facilitate
learning and exchange through personal interactions
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(Kohtala & Bosqué, 2014). These two value-creation
mechanisms can therefore be viewed as two shaping
forces of the sharing economy, emphasizing either
peer-to-peer decentralization or resource pooling.
Value capture and distribution mechanisms
Most scholars studying sharing economy as a field of
practices observe that “the sharing economy spans the
continuum between market economies and gift economies.” (Mair & Reischauer, 2017; Schor, 2014;
Sundararajan, 2016). Accordingly, we distinguish two
mechanisms for capturing and distributing value in the
sharing economy:
1. Dominant focus on economic value creation and capture: this refers to a series of for-profit initiatives endorsing shareholder value maximization, adopting a
market logic and monetizing their services (Teece,
2010). This typically corresponds to initiatives that
are discussed under the label “platform capitalism”
(Kenney & Zysman, 2016; Morozov, 2014): access
business-models driven by market logics (Bardhi &
Eckhardt, 2012).
2. Dominant focus on extended/shared value creation
and distribution: in contrast, other initiatives are set
up as non-profit or limited-profit initiatives, where
economic sustainability is a means to promote a social or environmental mission (Seelos & Mair, 2007;
Yunus et al., 2010). These initiatives may be entirely
non-profit (such as Wikipedia) or hybrid projects using market mechanisms to promote their social mission. As a result, while they may develop for-profit
activities and capture part of the value created, they
do so with the publicly-stated aim of sharing this
value within their ecosystem according to their mission and governance.
Once again, the differentiation between these mechanisms should be viewed as a continuum rather than a
strict cleavage, and they are likely to evolve according
to the life of each project (Schor et al., 2015).

Four Business Model Configurations in the
Sharing Economy
By plotting a matrix with these two dimensions, we derive a typology of four sharing business models that we
call shared infrastructure providers, commoners, mission-driven platforms, and matchmakers (see Figure 1).
Each type relies on distinct mechanisms of value creation and value capture, is confronted with different
scalability potential, holds different societal promises
timreview.ca

and impacts, and must manage different potential controversies (see Table 2).
Shared infrastructure providers
Shared infrastructure providers are for-profit initiatives
that create value by providing monetized, temporary
access to a centralized pool of proprietary resources
(machine tools for DIYers, cars, bike, etc.). Individuals
and professional clients can use the service as fee-paying members or on a pay-per-use basis. TechShop, a
chain of digital fabrication workshops founded in 2006
in California, illustrates this type of initiative. Mark
Hatch (2017), CEO & Co-Founder of TechShop, explains: “TechShop is a membership-based, do-it-yourself fabrication studio. ‘Membership-based’ means
you get access to it, just like a gymnasium or a health
club. It’s $125 a month. ‘Do-it-yourself’ means you
have all these amazing tools – machine tools, woodworking, glass, electronics – but you use the tools yourself (…).”
Similar logics abound in the mobility sector. Examples
include Zipcar (an American car-sharing company
founded in 2000) and analogous initiatives such as
Communauto (Montreal), Car2go (Europe, US,
Canada), as well as other types of mobility services offering bikes or scooters. These initiatives set up and
manage a proprietary network of vehicles in urban
areas. Members can access such services by paying a
monthly or annual membership fee in addition to usage fees, and by using a technology device to book and
unlock the cars.
To scale, they require a sufficient level of activity to ensure operational profitability, as well as significant financial resources. Initiatives may explore different
development strategies depending on market maturity, need for operational control, and access to financial resources. When initiatives have access to
significant financial resources, and when the need for
fast growth is relatively low, internal growth strategies
may be appropriate but risky. In the US, TechShop opted for an internal growth strategy, steadily growing its
operating base across the country. However, TechShop
failed to find a sustainable business model, due to the
high cost of operating its studios, and in 2017, shut
down all the US locations and declared bankruptcy. In
parallel, TechShop started its international expansion
by forming strategic partnerships with organizations
willing to co-invest in the creation of new sites (see section on implications for established organizations).
Four TechShop sites exist now in different cities
around the world (Tokyo, Abu Dhabi, Paris, and Lille).
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Figure 1. Four business model configurations of sharing organizations
In order to expand faster or in more competitive, mature markets, initiatives can explore alliances, partnerships, or external growth strategies by acquiring
competitors. In 2007, Zipcar (now the world’s largest
car-sharing company) merged with Flexcar (the oldest
and second-largest car-sharing company in the US).
The company then started its international expansion
by acquiring Avancar in Spain in 2009 and Streetcar in
the UK in 2010. Eventually, Zipcar itself was acquired
by the rental company Avis Budget Group in 2013.
In terms of social and environmental promises, as
shared infrastructure providers offer access instead of
ownership and intensify resource use, they hold significant promise at the local/city level, where the current
under-optimization of assets such as cars may create
social and environmental problems. For example,
shared mobility services may be particularly attractive
for cities that wish to reduce inner-city congestion, detimreview.ca

crease pollution through more environmentally
friendly engines, reduce city access to privately-owned
vehicles, and promote multimodal and soft transportation modes such as bike-sharing (Cohen & Kietzmann,
2014). Studies have shown that initiatives such as Zipcar or other car-sharing services tend to reduce private
car ownership: by discouraging car purchases or substituting for private ownership, every car-sharing
vehicle in the fleet replaces 9 to 13 privately-owned
vehicles (Martin & Shaheen, 2011). Accordingly, for
public actors, developing such shared infrastructures
may be part of a more general city innovation strategy
(Cohen et al., 2016), opening the way for public/private partnerships to co-invest in “merit-based
business models” (Cohen & Kietzmann, 2014).
Despite such social and environmental promises,
these organizations are likely to face controversies.
Some studies on car sharing contest the existence of a
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Table 2. Overview of the four business model configurations of sharing organizations

“community logic” among Zipcar users, and suggest
that market expectations prevail instead (Bardhi & Eckhardt, 2012). In the same vein, shared infrastructure
providers may be criticized for using social and environmental promises as an entrepreneurial subterfuge, using “pseudo-sharing” as a way to hide the true capitalist
nature of the field, and to facilitate big-business centralization. Accordingly, shared infrastructure providers
should be cautious with their environmental or social
claims and pay particular attention to measuring such
impacts.
Commoners
Commoners create and provide free access to public
goods. They are mostly non-profit initiatives that pool
resources and skills in order to make them available to
the greatest number. Wikipedia constitutes a central
timreview.ca

reference for many of these initiatives. Through their
initiatives, they promote an ideology based on alternative and non-market values, such as open-knowledge,
do it yourself (DIY), and the democratization of resources enabling decentralized production, repair, free
contribution, and free access. In such initiatives, value
is created by and for the community or the initiative’s
ecosystem. While their ideology is strongly rooted in
the digital culture (Turner, 2006), these initiatives are
found in both the digital and physical worlds.
Initiatives such as iFixit (a US private company founded
in 2003) or Comment Réparer (a French non-profit
equivalent started in 2011) replicate a similar logic for
repairing consumer goods. These initiatives build online communities of individuals searching for or offering solutions to repair goods. Their website aggregates
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these decentralized interactions and oversees an editorial process to develop free repair guides, developed by
community members and made accessible to all. Both
initiatives explicitly promote their project as a way to
fight against waste (in particular e-waste) and planned
obsolescence, and to boost the circular economy.
Fab labs (fabrication laboratories) offer an example of
commoners in the physical world, oriented towards production. The movement appeared in the late 1990s,
spearheaded by Neil Gershenfeld, a professor at MIT
who wanted to make digital production tools widely
available for people to fabricate “almost anything” (Gershenfeld, 2011). Today, “fab labs are a global network of
local labs, enabling invention by providing access to
tools for digital fabrication” (MIT, 2012), particularly
computer-controlled machine tools (such as 3D printers) for the design and production of physical objects.
As of February 2019, there are more than 1000 fab labs
located in more than 40 countries (Fablabs.io, 2019).
And, next to fab labs as defined by MIT, related initiatives have emerged under different labels such as hackerspaces or makerspaces.
Commoners develop specific business models, where
value is created by and for the community. Thanks to
contributors’ voluntary work (members freely give their
time, energy, and skills), operational costs are reduced.
Most financial needs are related to the central coordination of the initiative and the development and running
of its operational infrastructure. These costs can grow
significantly as the initiative develops or when it involves physical assets, such as fab labs or makerspaces.
Due to the non-profit character of such initiatives, finding sustainable business models can be a challenge for
commoners, which explains why many such initiatives
remain local and fail to scale. They may capture value
by combining various indirect approaches. First, commoners may look for support from third parties (public
authorities, universities, private donors, etc.) who
provide financial or physical resources (premises, machines, etc.). A second mechanism consists of introducing complementary for-profit activities to financially
support the mission. For example, iFixit earns money
through its online shop, by selling toolkits or spare
parts. Third, the initiatives can move away from a completely open and free model by introducing monthly
member subscriptions. This has been done by many
non-university fab labs to cover operating expenses
(electricity, rent, etc.). The challenge is to maintain
these market mechanisms within acceptable boundaries to avoid shifting into a market and professional logic
timreview.ca

(which would be more characteristic of shared infrastructure providers) and compromise the mission of
openness that characterizes commoners.
Commoners aspire to have a global impact, and they often position their undertaking within a broader political
and social movement whose scope is not confined to an
isolated and local initiative. When commoner initiatives
are resource hungry (such as fab labs or physical
spaces), they may explore forms of non-proprietary scaling or “free-franchising model”. For example, building
on the MIT Fab Lab, Neil Gershenfeld developed a
worldwide network of fab labs following a charter (MIT,
2012) that stipulates a certain number of principles
(openness, collaboration, free equipment, ownership of
inventions, etc.) that members have to comply with to
belong to the network.
As commoners seek change at societal and cultural
levels, their action often entails changes related to copyright laws, access and creative commons. Consequently,
they generate political and social controversies, and they
have to engage in political struggles. iFixit, for example,
fights for a “right to repair”: “Ownership means you
should be able to open, hack, repair, upgrade, or tie bells
on it. Once you’ve paid money for a product, the manufacturer shouldn’t be able to dictate how you use it – it’s
yours.” (iFixit, 2019). Other controversies include managing legal conflicts with incumbent firms because of
closed business models (as suggested by the history of
open source software in the computer industry), the tensions between non-market and market logics as the initiative grows, and finding a workable balance between the
non-profit orientation and for-profit activities, to avoid
organizational drift towards a shared infrastructure provider model.
Mission-driven platforms
Mission-driven platforms intermediate between peers to
promote a societal cause. Like commoners, they pursue a
mission to transform the economy and to engender new
practices in the areas of consumption, exchange, and relationships. They may promote various societal causes,
such as reducing waste, cutting out supply chain intermediaries, or re-creating social links among strangers or
neighbours. In spite of these commonalities, the central
mechanism they use to make a social impact differs
from commoners: instead of creating a centralized pool
of resources accessible to anyone, they create value by
organizing local decentralized exchanges among individuals, harnessing the power of local peer-to-peer interactions. Mission-driven platforms may take the form of
non-profit, for-profit, or hybrid structures.
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Many initiatives aim to reduce waste. Recup.net is a
non-profit example of such initiatives. Launched in
2001 by a software developer working in an investment
bank but wanting to promote environmental values
outside his professional activities, it is a simple Internet
platform whose aim is to facilitate gifting among peers
and avoid generating unnecessary waste. Fighting
against food waste, Too Good To Go is an application
developed in 2016 that enables restaurants and hotels
to make unsold food available for a fraction of the price
before it gets thrown away. In the same vein, Couchsurfing was launched in 2003 as a free online hospitality
network, where global travellers offer each other accommodation free of charge in their homes (Molz,
2012). This “free version of Airbnb” claims a global community of 400,000 hosts and 4 million members. Other
initiatives aim to create social links in neighbourhoods
by facilitating the borrowing of objects or free services
among members of a given community. Examples such
as ShareVoisins and Mutum in France, or Peerby in the
Netherlands fall into such a category. Launched in
2013, Peerby enables each user to lend or borrow objects from other members in the same geographic area.
The platform claims that there is an 85% chance of finding the sought-after object free of charge within 30
minutes. In 2016, this 15-person start-up had more
than 100,000 users across the Netherlands, Belgium,
London and Berlin, and raised 2.2 million (~$3.3 million CAD in crowdfunding, out of 3.7 million (~$5.5
million CAD) in total, to pursue its development.
For mission-driven platforms, the search for a business
model often constitutes the stumbling block of the initiative. Purely non-profit models rest on voluntary contributions to meet operational needs. However, such
models often fail to scale beyond a limited threshold.
For example, Recup.net has been running for a decade
and continues to run with 200 gifts and 15,000 views a
day, but it has never scaled beyond that level. While
they may raise funds through crowdfunding, they often
struggle to find economically sustainable business models based on gifting and non-monetary transactions.
Intermediating peers also involves resources to develop
dense local communities at the local level. Learning
from local demand was also central for Peerby in efforts
to scale up, as it was confronted with a huge imbalance
between supply and demand: “We had probably 20
times as much supply as we had people requesting
items” (CEO, Peerby). Peerby teams discovered that,
while people were happy to supply material goods for
free, demanders felt uncomfortable borrowing for free,
preferring a monetary transaction which would allow
timreview.ca

them to expect a certain level of quality, availability,
and convenience. To stimulate demand, Peerby decided to launch Peerby Go in 2016, a peer-to-peer renting platform involving monetary transactions which
eventually grew much faster than the original lending
platform.
Scaling the platform and keeping social innovation logics requires initiatives to select an appropriate governance model. Some actors currently explore how
“platform cooperativism” (Scholz, 2016) could provide
a relevant and coherent model of governance for mission-driven platforms, resting on collective ownership
and democratic governance. For more classical governance structures, managers must select and choose
financial partners that are compatible with the project’s
mission, which can be difficult with conventional venture capitalists. Couchsurfing experienced such problems in 2010, when it changed its legal status from a
non-profit to a for-profit company and raised about $8
million from venture capital, provoking contestation
from users complaining about a mismatch between
free transactions and the for-profit orientation of the
company (Belk, 2014). To finance its development
while preserving a strong focus on community and environmental logics, Peerby launched a crowdfunding
campaign and raised 2.2 million (~$3.3 million CAD)
in four days, with about 70% coming from its user community. Another issue for mission-driven platforms is to
identify a business model that is economically sustainable and compatible with the values of the project.
To add to this managerial complexity, mission-driven
platforms are also confronted with various controversies. First, their initial activism may be called into question as the organization grows. There is a typical
tension for such initiatives between staying small and
committed to a non-profit ideology or growing bigger
and running the risk of mission drift (Battilana & Dorado, 2010), falling in the matchmaker category (described below). While it maintains a strong
environmental and community logic, Peerby could be
criticized for distancing itself from “true” or “pure”
sharing, as it introduced monetary transactions in addition to borrowing.
In view of these elements, the promise of mission-driven platforms to combine the scaling potential of platforms with a social mission proves both very promising
and challenging. Initiatives must find ways to sustain
hybridity over time, finding a third way between pure
market logics (without a mission) and pure non-profit
logics (with limited scaling potential). If they overcome
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the barriers to scaling, they may combine both scalability and strong social impact (Seelos & Mair, 2017).
Matchmakers
Matchmakers intermediate between peers to develop
decentralized market transactions. They are for-profit
commercial platforms that build networks of individuals who can conduct transactions for goods or services
on a peer-to-peer basis in the physical world (Evans &
Schmalensee, 2016). They begin by identifying a resource that is dispersed, under-exploited, and has a
high sharing value. Instead of owning the productive assets needed for the service, they outsource most productive assets from peers, acting as a broker and taking
a commission from the market exchanges they enable.
In the transportation and hospitality sectors, matchmakers are platforms such as Uber, Lyft, BlaBlaCar, or
Airbnb. These initiatives often promote a free-market
ideology, fighting against the economic rents of established corporations. Within the continuum between
“pure sharing” and “pure exchange” evidenced by
Habibi and co-authors (2016), they definitely fall into
the market-exchange logic.
Airbnb is an iconic example of an initiative that intermediates between peers to provide hospitality services.
Started in 2007 as a private company, the platform lists
over three million lodgings in 81,000 cities and 191
countries in 2019. While it remains a private company,
its value is estimated at $30 billion USD (more than
Hilton and Hyatt combined, in 2017). Along with its exponential growth, the platform has generated major
controversies because of its impact on urban housing
markets and the regulation of short-term rentals, leading many cities such as New York, Paris, and Berlin to
introduce administrative restrictions on short-term
property rentals.
In the transportation sector, BlaBlaCar is a ridesharing
platform. Founded in France in 2006 by Frederic
Mazella, it connects drivers and passengers willing to
travel together and share travel costs, mainly over long
distances. With more than $300 million USD raised, the
company is one of Europe’s best-funded startups, valued at $1.6 billion USD at the end of 2015. It is now
present in more than 20 countries, has more than 600
employees, and has a community of 60 million members.
Matchmakers have high scaling potential and are likely
to generate massive impacts. These impacts are to be
understood as externalities, meaning that they are unintended positive or negative economic, social, or envirtimreview.ca

onmental consequences. While they rarely claim a social mission at the core of their organization (lower social promise), many matchmakers claim to generate
positive externalities. For example, as the occupancy
rate for its cars is 2.8 people (while the European average is 1.7), BlaBlaCar takes pride in its positive impacts
on greenhouse gas emissions and energy use: “When
you share your ride, you’re directly helping to reduce
CO2 emissions.” (BlaBlaCar, 2019) While the actual
story may be more nuanced (because of complex substitution effects with more energy efficient collective
transportation), a European study shows that car-sharing can yield city-friendly and environmentally-friendly
effects, when combined with other eco-transportation
modes (public transport, bicycling or walking) (Loose,
2010). In the social dimension, one of the biggest controversies generated by matchmakers relates to the impacts of platform capitalism on work (Casilli, 2019).
For-profit platforms are criticized for building quasimonopolistic market positions, exploiting regulatory
voids, and leading to increased precariousness for selfemployed people and independent contractors who are
highly dependent on platforms. The platforms are accused of using sophisticated algorithms to create new
“digital economy feudalism” and externalizing welfare,
social costs, responsibility, and risks to workers (Friedman, 2014; Redfearn, 2016; Slee, 2015). The affiliation of
such initiatives with sharing economy values is thus
met with skepticism, and these privately-owned platforms have been denounced for organizing forms of
“pseudo-sharing” based on market mechanisms instead of social exchange and shared value creation.
Overall, because of their high scaling potential, matchmakers are confronted with massive social controversies and regulatory issues related to their
intermediation power, the status of their workers, their
effects on cities, or their economic impact on incumbent companies or professions (such as taxi vs. Uber
drivers). While these platforms may claim various positive environmental and social benefits, such arguments
need to be considered with caution, as they may be part
of matchmakers’ political strategies to respond to the
social controversies they generate.

Implications
Implications for sharing economy initiatives
Our study has various implications for sharing economy entrepreneurs. We provide a framework for sorting out the complexity of the field. In a situation where
external observers mostly focus on one dimension and
refer to one particular subset of the sharing economy,
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we group the complexity of the sharing economy into
four possible configurations of initiatives. While other
sharing economy typologies have already been proposed, the purpose of many of them is descriptive, and
they simply provide an empirical mapping of the field
(Botsman & Rogers, 2010; Owyang, 2014; Stokes et al.,
2014). Consequently, they fail to provide guidance on
the managerial and social issues behind the development of the sharing economy. In our model, each of the
four categories is constructed according to variables
based on value creation and value distribution/capture,
providing clear managerial guidance to sharing economy entrepreneurs. Our model has some points in
common with the more analytical typology proposed
by Schor (2014), but we are much more specific in our
explanation of the specificities of each configuration,
what kind of value (economic, social, environmental) is
created by sharing economy entrepreneurs, the scalability challenges they may face, and how value is captured and distributed in each type. By locating their
initiative in the matrix, sharing economy entrepreneurs
can understand which competitive, managerial, and social forces are likely to play a key role for them. Accordingly, our model provides guidance for sharing
economy entrepreneurs to spot internal scalability issues and potential external controversies.
Sharing economy entrepreneurs can also use our framework to identify potential opportunities to hybridize
their current model or to think about possible strategic
trajectories. Sharing economy initiatives can combine
features of different models, creating hybrid forms from
the four we have depicted (See the example of The
Food Assembly in Box 1). For example, commoners
such as iFixit or Comment Réparer develop a common
good that is accessible to all, but also use mechanisms
typical of mission-driven platforms as they aggregate
decentralized peer-to-peer interactions to sustain their
cause. Similarly, Uber’s stated efforts to develop fleets
of autonomous self-driving cars would constitute a significant shift from a matchmaker configuration to that
of a shared infrastructure provider. This move could be
viewed as a response to the controversies and regulatory risk that currently characterize matchmakers, related to the uneven value distribution between the
platform and its drivers, the externalization of social
risks to drivers, and the related legal risks of seeing its
drivers reclassified as salaried workers. However, owning a centralized infrastructure would mean that Uber
is drastically changing its business model to compete
with established companies such as Zipcar, with different (more capital intensive) scaling mechanisms and
different environmental and social issues to manage.
timreview.ca

Box 1. Combining market logic and societal impact:
The example of “The Food Assembly”
The Food Assembly is a European-based platform
created in 2010. It enables individuals to organize
local micro-markets for food products by connecting local consumers with local food producers
(within a maximum range of 250 kilometres)
through a digital platform. Once a minimum number of pre-orders is reached, food producers agree
to deliver the products at a given date in a physical
place (the micro-market) where producers and
consumers meet. Each micro-market is managed
locally by a network member who is incentivized
on the volume of transactions realized (through a
fixed commission of 8.35%). These individuals,
who operate as self-employed entrepreneurs or associations, organize the local market by creating a
local network of supply and demand, and regularly
organizing a physical market in a localized physical
space. Through its activity, The Food Assembly
claims to create economic value and pursues a social mission to reduce the number of intermediaries between small agricultural producers and
consumers, to promote local and small-scale farming and bypass large-scale distributors, and to give
power and value back to consumers and local producers. To finance its activities and development,
The Food Assembly takes a commission of 8.35% of
the platform’s turnover – about two to three times
less than commissions from market platforms such
as Uber or Airbnb in 2016. It also offers an equivalent commission to micro-market managers. The
system is also meant to enable an increased margin for food producers who freely set their prices
on the platform. In order to strengthen ties with its
network, in 2016 The Food Assembly also distributed 10% of its capital as free shares to the network
of micro-market managers.

This example suggests that our typology should also be
used dynamically, to reveal trajectories for rapidly changing sharing economy business models. Observing the
evolution of the field suggests that mission-driven platforms often experience tensions when seeking to scale
up while preserving their mission. Mission-driven initiatives often run the risk of drifting towards a matchmaker approach, in particular when they introduce
transactional logics that may weaken or run counter to
community-based logics. In our sample, Peerby was
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started as a site for peers to borrow material goods for
free. It eventually developed a rental site (Peerby Go) for
commercial transactions among peers, generating commissions and scaling much faster. Likewise, BlaBlaCar
was first created as a free carpooling site (covoiturage.fr) in
2006, and switched to a commission model in 2012.
That moment was critical in the life of BlaBlaCar: while
it enabled the site to finance its growth and to improve
the service by decreasing cancellations, many long-time
users strongly criticized this change, which went against
the free spirit of carpooling. Such changes may be criticized as resulting from purely strategic and opportunistic calculations instead of the espoused mission:
organizations such as BlaBlaCar or Peerby may be criticized by external stakeholders for building communities
of users with a free model, before monetizing transactions in a second stage, once a critical mass and traffic
have developed. Moreover, The Food Assembly may
also see their legitimacy contested by competing models grounded in more activist or more commercial logic.
The initiative had to face intense criticism in France
from the older and activist AMAP movement (community-supported agriculture associations), which create a direct and offline relationship between a group of
consumers who support one small farm (in this system,
consumers also support agriculture-related risks).
Strongly-rooted in non-market ideology, AMAP criticize
the digital, professionalized, for-profit orientation of
The Food Assembly, calling it an example of “pseudosharing”. To avoid such criticisms, organizations need
to pay particular attention to avoid being associated
with the matchmaker category and avoid such drifts.
BlaBlaCar constantly professes to be a “cost-sharing
platform” and refuses to be identified as an “on-demand platform”. By underscoring its environmental
and societal mission – reducing congestion and pollution and creating a trust-based community – it seeks to
differentiate itself from other highly criticized actors in
the mobility sector, such as Uber.
Implications for established companies
The sharing economy is traditionally depicted as a disruptive trend, shaking up established organizations and
raising serious threats for established businesses. Recent research (Cusumano, 2015; Kathan et al., 2016;
Matzler et al., 2015; PWC, 2015) has highlighted the
need for established companies to respond to sharing
initiatives and adapt their business models, for example
by improving service to compete with this new source
of competition (Kibum & Jeong-Dong, 2016). By bringing to light the multiple models and value-creation
mechanisms of the sharing economy, our framework reveals opportunities for established companies to go beytimreview.ca

ond the sharing economy as a source of disruption and
analyze the sharing economy as a field of potential opportunities to explore. Managers of established companies can explore each sharing economy logic while
taking into account their different rationales, mechanisms, and potential benefits (cf. Table 3).
Shared infrastructure providers inspire established companies that want to explore service-driven innovation
(Kastalli et al., 2013), exemplified by the access-based
model. Providing access instead of selling a product requires new skills, such as complex resource-orchestration skills (due to the significant assets needed) as well
as a shift towards a service mindset for organizations
traditionally engaged in selling products (Matzler et al.,
2015). Car manufacturers such as Peugeot and BMW
are examples of companies that are exploring the
product-service system (Tukker, 2004) business model
by offering a short-term mobility solution through online car rental services, such as “Peugeot Rent” and
“Drive Now”, or by investing in mobility businesses
(Peugeot bought a stake in Communauto in September
2016). In this way, they complement their traditional
product offering with an on-demand service to satisfy
users’ mobility needs. Pursuing the same objective of
business diversification, Leroy Merlin – a retailer
present in Europe, Asia, and South America that specializes in construction materials, DIY, and gardening –
partnered with TechShop to open its first 2000 square
metre collaborative production space near Paris in autumn 2015. This market-diversification strategy enables
the company to explore a new service for independent
professionals, target younger and more “high-tech” customers, and benefit from the expertise of a recognized
player in the field of shared DIY spaces. It also creates
new sales opportunities for the Leroy Merlin store located next to the TechShop space, by capturing new
flows of potential DIY customers.
Commoners provide a source of inspiration for companies wishing to implement community-driven innovation by allowing internal and external stakeholders
access to corporate resources. Using the commoners logic may help companies to improve their relationships
with internal and external stakeholders, thus increasing
the legitimacy of the organization, with the aim of expanding the service offering to customers and engaging
employees in an innovation culture. This can be done
by giving external stakeholders access to unused and
unvalued resources. For example, the French national
railway company (SNCF) launched “Open Gare”, a project aimed at upgrading and revitalizing former and
abandoned railway stations. By making these physical
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Table 3. Established companies and sharing logics

assets available to local associations, communities, startups, etc., the company allows and encourages the setting up of makerspaces, co-working spaces, and other
collaborative schemes. Through this project, the SNCF
saves money on maintenance and asset management,
and improves its legitimacy by supporting local societal
initiatives. And local stakeholders can develop collaborative projects without requiring huge investments. Taking inspiration from the Wikipedia model, Castorama, a
French retailer of construction materials, DIY, and
timreview.ca

gardening products, launched “Wiki for Home” which
aims to be France’s largest free encyclopedia for home
DIY knowledge and know-how. The platform places
the brand at the core of a community of contributors
and users who advise each other while sourcing their
DIY material from Castorama. Managing such a community of young and digitally-savvy consumers engaged in the new reciprocal service provision through
the wiki, has also enlarged the brand’s traditional base
of customers.
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Mission-driven platforms are likely to inspire companies
who wish to promote their commitment to sustainability and shared-value creation by developing brand communities with strong values. For example, the outdoor
clothing company Patagonia, building from its older inhouse initiative “Worn Wear”, partnered with eBay in
2011 to create an online marketplace for consumers to
buy and sell used Patagonia clothing. Patagonia does
not make any direct profit from these second-hand
product sales, but it fosters its mission to protect the environment by increasing the usage of its products via
peer-to-peer resale. An initiative like this also makes the
brand’s products available to buyers who may not have
been able to afford them otherwise. Similarly, in 2014,
Decathlon, one of the world’s largest sporting goods retailers, opened an online version their “Trocathlon” initiative (a consignment sale for sports items held twice a
year in their stores’ parking lots) to make the service
available year-round, commission free. Customers can
buy and sell secondhand equipment and earn vouchers
to spend at the retailers’ physical and online shops.
First, the company helps its customers manage the lifecycle of their sports equipment, favouring the recirculation of goods and thus reducing their environmental
impact through extended use. Second, this initiative increases sales and customer loyalty, as consumers who
improve their sport skills are encouraged to sell their
old equipment through the platform and reinvest in
new, upmarket and better-performing equipment.
Finally, matchmakers may appeal to companies exploring new areas of competition and see business opportunities in the sharing economy through peer
intermediation (Evans & Schmalensee, 2016). Established businesses may take advantage of their reputation in established markets to become a trusted third
party in the peer-to-peer market and compete with sharing economy companies. For example, Mercedes-Benz
(a Daimler brand) launched Croove, a peer-to-peer rental platform in Germany. This type of initiative directly
competes with other peer-to-peer initiatives in car sharing. It may also be a way to explore the future of mobility and new market developments. Such peer-to-peer
platforms may also serve as an incentive to purchase, by
showing how occasionally renting out one’s new car
may help pay back the initial investment. When a company already has an online marketplace, it is easy to
open it to peer-to-peer exchanges and further develop
customer loyalty by offering the possibility to intensify
the usage/exchange of goods. For example, the French
electronics and cultural retail chain La Fnac opened its
online marketplace to individuals and companies wishing to resell their CDs, books, computers, etc. New custimreview.ca

tomer services can also be pursued through the matchmaker logic by developing partnerships with sharing
economy companies. In Europe, IKEA partnered with
BlaBlaCar to launch a specific car-pooling service to
tackle a major obstacle for city dwellers: transport from
the city to their outlets. By making it easier to travel back
and forth to stores, IKEA is attracting new customers
and improving customer service.
Implications for policymakers
The sharing economy constitutes a challenge for policymakers. Impacts of the sharing economy vary according
to the levels (city/national/transnational) and types of
actors involved. Governments have to combine contradictory objectives: act in the public interest, take into
consideration customers’ appetite for peer-to-peer services, stimulate societal innovation, favour the growth of
sharing economy companies while ensuring fairness for
incumbents, limit and regulate potentially negative externalities related to the rise of independent work on digital platforms, etc. Moreover, the co-existence of a great
variety of profiles and value-creation mechanisms in the
sharing economy further complicates the task for regulators. Our four-part framework for the sharing economy
field gives rise to differentiated recommendations for
public bodies for either regulating, sustaining, or shaping the sharing economy.
1. Regulate: Matchmakers are quite controversial in
terms of their social impact, as shown by repeated tensions and struggles related to the regulation of platforms in the hospitality and on-demand mobility
sectors. This new platform economy has global economic impacts: it is reshaping the boundaries
between the professional and domestic spheres, transforming work and employment relationships, and
raising new issues in terms of taxation, insurance, customer protection and trust, labour law, and welfare
protection (Redfearn, 2016). Complex questions arise
about the legal and social responsibilities of these
platforms, as they tend to externalize responsibilities
to participants. Because of their global scale and their
capacity to grow exponentially, matchmakers’ social
and environmental impacts can be enormous, on a
national or transnational scale. For governments, the
challenge is to better assess how matchmakers produce positive or negative externalities and build their
expertise in this area, which includes encouraging independent studies on the environmental and social
impacts of platforms, accessing data from platforms
and producing external data, promoting virtuous
practices to encourage positive externalities or regulating to reduce the negative ones.
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2. Sustain: As activists seeking to promote a cause, mission-driven platforms and commoners have the potential to introduce major environmental and social
innovations, but their development is often inhibited
by difficulties in raising financial resources or identifying adequate revenue models to support growth, as
well as by the lack of certain skills, including community management/information systems and solutions development. For example, the promises of
greater circulation of goods, reduced planned obsolescence and more responsible consumption announced
by some non-profit lending and gifting platforms are
hampered by technical and scalability issues. Organizations with hybrid governance models seem better
able to overcome such challenges, by combining the
activist logic of the mission-driven platforms and the
commercial logic of the matchmakers while mastering
the rules of the game of the digital sphere and developing the competencies required to deploy and scale
up their platforms. Governments, as well as educational institutions (business, engineering, or design
schools) and investors could encourage cross-fertilization between social entrepreneurship and the peer-topeer digital world through multiple actions, such as
dedicated incubators, tools and policies for funding,
and collaborative projects between educational institutions.
3. Shape: With their focus on the access economy, both
shared infrastructure providers and commoners are innovative spaces that combine social and technical innovations. Commoners also promote an ideology
based on open knowledge, public goods and DIY, calling for democratic governance and open organizational models. These initiatives are often rooted at a more
local level and may have strong impacts at the level of
the community, city or region. For example, the project of Barcelona Fab City was born in 2014 as a partnership between the Barcelona City Council and the
Barcelona Fab Lab, with the objectives of stimulating
local creativity and transforming cities into productive hubs using digital fabrication technologies. Likewise, shared mobility services may be financially
supported by cities that co-invest in such projects as
part of their transportation policies. As a result, shared
infrastructure providers and commoners may be
shaped by local authorities (cities/regions) to promote policies in line with their local economic, environmental, and social strategies.

timreview.ca

Conclusion
We have identified four different business model configurations that testify to the variety of profiles, promises,
and postures adopted by sharing economy initiatives.
Each configuration is characterized by specific economic, social, and environmental value creation and distribution mechanisms, and internal tensions that need to
be managed to achieve sustainable growth and cope
with controversial issues. Our model has important implications for the management of sharing initiatives
and for the management of established organizations,
which may learn how to integrate the sharing economy
logic into the core of their own business. Our results
also enlighten policymakers on how to regulate and
support the growth of the sharing economy, according
to its sustainability implications and society-level transformations.
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